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XR Technologies in the Workplace

“Extended reality (XR) refers to all real and virtual 
environments combined together, where the 
interaction between human and machine occurs 
through interactions generated by computer 
technology and hardware. XR technologies consist of 
virtual reality (VR), mixed reality (MR) and augmented 
reality (AR).” (Doolani et al., 2020)

There is a growing incentive to use XR technologies in workplace  
given issues such as worker safety (e.g., Pierdicca et al., 2020) but there 
is still much we don’t understand about how they are used in 
collaborative work and learning contexts. 



Collaboration with XR

• Difficult to achieve because: 

• XR devices are still largely designed for single user 
experiences 

• They are expensive; typically not feasible to provide 
headsets for all workers

• Even when XR experiences are multi-user, they frequently 
lack the kinds of support and scaffolding needed for 
productive and collaborative activity

• Addressing these issues was the impetus for Connections of 
Earth and Sky with Augmented Reality (CEASAR) project



• Driving Research Question: In what ways can immersive 
augmented reality platforms be extended to transform 
collaborative practices for work and learning 
environments of the future? 

• Worked with community college partners to 
develop and iterate upon a collaborative problem-
solving environment in an astronomy context.

• Used design-based research methods to extend 
the capabilities of existing AR platforms to support 
integrated visual models, embodied interaction, 
and data-driven perspectives.

• Applied learning analytic techniques to measure 
the success of collaborative learning interactions 
within the CEASAR environment.

Connections of Earth and Sky with Augmented 
Reality (CEASAR) 



AR Interactions via Microsoft HoloLens 2



Designing for Exploration and Data Sharing

• Virtual planetarium

• Networked across devices

• Date/time/location 
manipulation and sharing

• Persistent shared annotations of sky

• Catalog of Western stars and 
constellations

• Multiple data representations and 
perspectives






Designing for Familiarity Across Devices

The three system views provided by the CEASAR system as represented by the tablet 
(top) and AR (bottom) implementations: (left) horizon view with drawn sky annotations 
in orange, (center) star map view with all constellations highlighted, and (right) earth 
view with location pins placed by group members.



Designing for Authentic Application

• Co-designed, authentic, and Ill-
structured

• Support collaborative problem-
solving

• 3-part task: “Lost at Sea”
• Determine hemisphere
• Identify constellations
• Estimate latitude and longitude of 

crash site



Creating a Shared Conceptual Workspace with Gesture






Creating a Shared Conceptual Workspace with Gesture



Broad Takeaways (25 groups, ~77 Participants)

• Adequate training is critical to the natural uptake of the AR 
technology

• Groups effectively integrated HoloLens 2 into their problem-
solving workflows alongside tablets and paper resources

• A single user in AR was able to use gesture to share their 
experience with other group members and shape how the whole 
group collaborated to solve Lost at Sea

• Area for growth in revising interface and user experience to 
further reduce barriers to AR uptake
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